
Classic 3-Drop Table Features
INCLUDES THREE DROPS:

• Forward-Cervical

• Thoracic Handle Activated Drop

• Lumbo-Pelvic Kick drop

The thoracic drop has bilateral handles.  The lumbo-pelvic drop has bilateral foot cocking pedals and left-side

tension. The headpiece drop has a cocking handle and right-side tension.

TILTING HEADPIECE: Allows 30° forward flexion/30° extension.

15 NAUGAHYDE CHOICES: Click Here For Color Chart

2½" FIRM FOAM: Table cushions use 2½" firm combo foam for a supportive adjusting surface - face cushions

use 2½" contoured medium foam for patient comfort.

A little on foam.  Our firm foam is actually a combination of 1.5 inches of medium compression 50lb foam (it

takes 50 pounds of pressure to compress it one inch) and 1 inch of 90lb foam.  That means you get a "best"

of both worlds.  Your patient has something supportive but not uncomfortable to rest on and you have a solid

surface to bring them to tension for making the correction (think anterior board built in).  This combination

was developed and field tested many years ago with Dennis Woggon at the CLEAR institute when developing

his personal tables.  Anyone familiar with anteriors on an incline for his scoliosis correction technique knows

the importance of a comfortable but firm adjusting surface.

FIVE AVAILABLE HEIGHTS: 18", 20", 22", 24", 26"

RED OAK LEGS: Red oak sealed with polycrylic. Legs are S4S Oak in nominal 2x4 size.

GENEROUS DIMENSIONS: 70" x 22" (120 lbs)

FACE PAPER HOLDER/CUTTER: Uses standard 8½" rolls.

ARM RESTS: 3½" x 12" (1½" firm foam)

TABLE ARRIVES PARTIALLY ASSEMBLED; you put the headpiece, legs, cocking rods and tension knobs back in

after arrival.

WORKING WEIGHT 500 POUNDS

BUILD/SHIP TIME: This table will leave our facility in 14-18 days. Our primary method of shipping is fully

assembled Motor Freight. The costs for shipping this table anywhere within the contiguous 48 US states is

$150. Transit times vary depending on your location. If you need your table for a specific clinic opening date,

please contact us prior to purchasing to make sure we can accommodate your needs.



10 DAY RETURN POLICY: If not satisfied with your table for any reason* you may return it at your expense

for a complete refund including original shipping paid. You must contact us within 10 days of arrival to let us

know that you will be returning the table. This means you have a full 10 days to decide if you are happy with

your purchase. Returns will not be accepted if you fail to contact us within 10 days of the table's delivery.

*Tables with a custom color or custom option may not be returned for any reason.

2 YEAR WARRANTY: All Classic Line equipment carries a two year warranty on materials and workmanship

(upholstery is warranted for workmanship only). Replacement parts, to be installed by you, are shipped to

you at no expense.


